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BMW’s Dealer Communication
System is the Ultimate Driving
Machine
Capgemini develops Dealer Communication System for
BMW to support phenomenal sales in Mexico; helps double
spare part orders and increase transactions by 50%

The Situation
BMW Group Mexico is the leader in
sales within the luxury car segment.
Sales in Mexico were increasing at a
phenomenal pace. BMW Group
Mexico was growing very fast and
delivery efficiency was in jeopardy.
Success was putting a strain on the
information systems. BMW needed
visibility on its stock and a centralized
method of information exchange for
locating cars and spare parts and
coping with larger volumes.

The Solution
Capgemini created a Dealer
Communication System (DCS)
Internet Web portal linked to SAP®
R/3. BMW dealers can now place
orders online―configure and
purchase cars, motorcycles, check
parts and prices, and receive a
confirmation and follow up on their
orders. Three DCS’s were

developed at the same time and are
now in operation in Mexico, Brazil
and Argentina. BMW was one of the
first automotive manufacturers in
Mexico to use a DCS over the Internet
with SAP® R/3 transactions.

The Result
Dealers are now able to track order
status, from headquarters throughout
the rest of the world. Supported by
the Dealer Communication System,
parts orders have doubled, handled
comfortably by the same number of
staff. BMW is now better prepared to
forecast vehicle sales, and inventory is
streamlined throughout the supply
chain giving full information and
clarity to dealers.

“Working
with Capgemini gave

us the IT solutions that
the business demanded to
make us the Number One

leader in the luxury segment.
This level of success can be

attributed in part to the
advantages of the IT projects. Our
main partner for all our IT projects

is Capgemini.”
BMW Group Mexico Management



Capgemini North America
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Technology Services
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Portal
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How BMW and Capgemini
Worked Together
BMW Group Mexico had grown so
fast from 1994 that demand exceeded
efficient delivery capacity. Success in
the market after selling so many cars
put an enormous strain on the
information systems. 

Methods for locating spare parts
needed streamlining―did the part
exist in stock at another dealer? The
same needed to be extended beyond
parts to locating cars as well. BMW
AG was running out of time and
needed a worldwide solution for small
subsidiaries/markets, up and running
as soon as possible. 

Previously, BMW Group Mexico had
faced the need for an upgrade in their
SAP R/3 application. Among several
major competitors, BMW selected
Capgemini since they were the only
one with the approach to solving the
issue of the SAP upgrade plus add
more business benefits.

The project, one of the fastest SAP R/3
implementations ever carried out by
Capgemini in a record time of four
months, included FI, CO, MM, SD
and PP modules. As a result, BMW
Group Mexico was confident of
calling on Capgemini again to provide
a comprehensive solution, this time
for streamlining inventory visibility
and centralizing information
interchange.

After evaluating the manufacturer’s
needs in detail, Capgemini devised a
system that allowed dealers to enter a
website and see the inventory of spare
parts and cars available both through
the dealer network and at the factory.
Back-office systems (SAP R/3) use
SAP’s web-integration tools such as
WebStudio for the HTML user
interface. An Internet Transaction
Server was installed to map web pages
to SAP transactions. Capgemini
developed Internet Application
Components using ABAP/4™ for
seamless integration into SAP pages.
The spare parts model solution
developed by Capgemini was used as
the template for BMW AG worldwide
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In collaboration with

BMW Group has its sights set firmly on
the premium sector of the international
automobile market via three renowned
brands―BMW, MINI and Rolls-Royce 

Motor Cars. Group worldwide activities
are coordinated from the corporation’s
head office in Munich. With its reach
spanning across 150 countries, the
BMW Group currently has 15
production and assembly plants in
seven countries. BMW Group Mexico is
a wholly owned subsidiary.

Capgemini, one of 
the world’s foremost 

providers of Consulting, Technology 
and Outsourcing services, has a unique
way of working with its clients, called 
the Collaborative Business Experience. 

Backed by over three decades of industry
and service experience, the Collaborative
Business Experience is designed to 
help our clients achieve better, faster,
more sustainable results through 
seamless access to our network of 
world-leading technology partners and 

collaboration-focused methods and tools.
Through commitment to mutual success
and the achievement of tangible value,
we help businesses implement growth
strategies, leverage technology, and thrive
through the power of collaboration.

Capgemini employs over 75,000 people
worldwide and reported 2006 global
revenues of 7.7 billion euros.

More information about our services, 
offices and research is available at
www.capgemini.com.

   About Capgemini and the 
Collaborative Business Experience

• parts orders have doubled and
increased in volume (using same
number of staff)

• BMW benefits from a 50% increase
in sales (number of transactions)
over the previous year

• the infrastructure facilitates effective
responses to sales

• BMW can forecast vehicle sales
allowing streamlining of its
inventory throughout the supply
chain. 

The business intelligence strategy
helped BMW make appropriate
decisions to address the challenge.
The partnership continues with
Applications Management services
delivered by Capgemini..

parts management system for small
markets (Asia, Latin America, Russian,
and some countries in Europe). BMW
was one of the first automotive brands
in Mexico to use a Dealer
Communication System over the
Internet. Three such systems support
operations in Mexico, Argentina and
Brazil. 

More specific benefits to BMW
include:

• full information and clarity to the
dealers

• the ability to cope with larger
volumes or orders


